
The RFID Chip Will Drag You to Hell! 
 
Happy Thanksgiving to all of you living in the United States and that 
includes myself, and the reason I say that is because this is very likely 
our last Thanksgiving. And I don't like to be the bearer of bad tidings 
and we are lucky to be getting this Thanksgiving because Jesus is 
shortening the days as He promised but I am not sure how much 
longer He will give us. Let's hope it is much longer than one more year.  
 
In any case, on this program I want to talk about the AIDC technology, 
also known to the scientists by its acronym A.I.D.C., however, that 
does not mean Automatic Identification and Data Capture as they 
would like to have us believe. The real meaning is ‘Antichristus 
Ideologia Deum Contra’ and that was revealed to Ines Krupa by the 
Holy Spirit and I will put a link below to her two most recent videos, 
part 3 and part 4 in her series on ‘How to Get Out of the Maze’. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9zU0lGHq7E 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NCBgksb1qk 

 
And you really should subscribe to her channel because I believe the 
Holy Spirit is going to reveal many more things about our current 
technology which has to do with the taking of the Mark of the Beast. 
 

 
 
First of all, let's look at what the scientists claim AIDC means and we'll 
look at the Wikipedia definition. ‘Automatic identification and data 
capture’ (AIDC) refers to the methods of automatically identifying 
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objects, collecting data about them, and entering that data 
directly into computer systems (i.e. without human involvement). 
Technologies typically considered as part of AIDC include bar 
codes, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID chips), biometrics, 
magnetic strips, Optical Character Recognition (OCR), smart 
cards, and voice recognition.’   
 
Ines Krupa has revealed in part 3 of her series that Almighty God 
showed her the real hidden meaning of the acronym A.I.D.C. and He 
put the Latin words in front of her face. Antichristus would be the 
Antichrist, Ideologia would be Ideology, Deum means God, and Contra 
is against. So let's run this phrase through the Google Translator. I've 
already typed in the Latin phrase ‘Antichristus Ideologia Deum Contra’ 
so I slide my cursor over and click on English for the correct 
translation: ‘Antichrist Ideology Against God’.  
 
So now we understand that this AIDC Technology, as revealed to Ines 
from the Holy Spirit, comes from the Antichrist. It is an ideology and it 
is against God, and I'm really not that surprised. I can tell from all the 
nasty comments that I get on my videos from Atheists that their god is 
Science. Now let's look at the definition of ideology from 
Dictionary.com. ‘Ideology,’ first definition: ‘the body of doctrine, myth, 
belief, etc., that guides an individual, social movement, 
institution, class, or large group.’ Second definition: ‘such a body 
of doctrine, myth, etc., with reference to some political and social 
plan, as that of fascism, fascism was a precursor of the Antichrist 
system) along with the devices,’ for example, the RFID chip, ‘for 
putting it into operation.’  
 
And now we understand, through the Holy Spirit's revelation to Ines 
Krupa, why the taking of the RFID chip under the skin will cause us to 
be damned into Hell and the reason is because this RFID and AIDC 
technology is a religion. It is a religion worshipping Satan, and like any 
ideology, it has its own doctrines, its own belief systems, it even has its 
own saints. These Atheists who comment on my videos, I can tell how 
much they look up to people like Charles Darwin. This AIDC ideology 
has its own sacraments. The most important sacrament in Christianity 
is the Holy Eucharist and that is where we take our Lord into our 
bodies, and with the RFID chip, we take that device into our bodies 
instead. And what is the result? Instead of a communion with our Lord, 
we have a communion with Satan. This AIDC technology has its 
perverted doctrines, its perverted saints, and its perverted Holy 
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Communion and soon, communion with Satan will be the only 
communion available to us.  
 
As you know, the False Prophet in the book of Revelation has two 
major goals. First of all, he takes the daily sacrifice away from the 
Prince, and by the way, please don't listen to the false prophets who 
say that that has something to do with a rebuilt third temple in 
Jerusalem or revived ritual animal sacrifices. Those are lies from the 
pit of Hell. The False Prophet, when he takes the daily sacrifice away 
from the Prince, will remove the Eucharist from all Christian Churches 
throughout the world, and as a substitute, he will bring in his number 
two goal, the false Eucharist, which is the mark of the beast. He will 
‘cause everyone great and small, rich and poor, free and slave’ to 
take the RFID chip under the skin which will be their communion with 
Satan! 

 
 


